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INTRODUCTION 
 

 

If you are not downloading and reading the Media Composer Whats New 
documents monthly, new features are creeping into the application that you 
could be using  – but are not aware of.  I want to help you with that. This 
document is a compilation of the new features added to Media Composer 2018, 
month by month, for the full year. It covers standalone features in the editing 
system, not features specific to an Interplay server environment, Phrase Find, 
Symphony or a specific platform (MAC / PC). I am trying to cover the new editing 
features all users of the software will have access to.  
 

In this document I assume you are currently editing at good proficiency on some 
recent version of the software. Remember also to see the actual documentation 
from AVID for more detail, or use the built in HELP in the application.   

 

Acknowledgements  
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“Beta” Keith Gerrard for allowing me to participate in the Beta program 
that allows me to get a head start on the new versions.  
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reviewing this effort and offering many very useful corrections and 
suggestions.  

Despite their help, this document certainly contains errors and omissions, for 
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Adobe Photoshop, Premiere and After Effects. I work with Editors, Journalists 
and Web Developers at many companies in Canada and abroad. 
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2018 Highlights 
 

There are a lot of things new this year, but I have chosen to highlight a few of 
the best – and most notorious – changes and additions. Keep your eye opened 
for these big changes as you upgrade: 

 

2017.7 – Sony XDCAM MXF OP1a export is moved. You will now find it 
in the Export option “AVID MEDIA PROCESSOR”.  While you will still see 
an option in the export dialogue called MXF OP1a, it is not the same 
thing.  XDCAM export is not available through that option.  This has 
caused panic in some circles when after an upgrade folks might not 
know how to export Sony XDCAM MXF OP1a files..   

 

2018.8- Sony XDCAM Exports are several times slower than the previous 
release. I am guessing this release incorporated a new XDCAM Export 
engine. 
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2018.1   January 
 
 

 

 

PREMULTIPLIED SUPPORT FOR MATTE KEY 

This is an option which is activated in the Avid Effect Editor, on a per 
effect basis. When you apply a Matte key you can open the Effect 
Editor and place a checkmark beside ”Foreground is pre-multiplied”. 

 

 

 

 

 

PREMULTIPLIED: 

If you’re Matte key has an alpha channel which is the same size as the fill then 
foreign colors, usually black or white, can leak into the semitransparent pixels 
(including at the edges of your cutout). This can cause fringing on your key, and 
if you have large areas of transparency these can become washed out or 
darkened inadvertently. This happens in part when you do delete the pixels you 
do not need, creating transparency in your file.  

STRAIGHT: 

If your alpha channel is smaller than the fill, the semitransparent areas are not 
filled with a foreign color but with the pixels from the original image. This is 
often much more acceptable. This happens when you do not delete the pixels 
you don’t need to reveal transparency, but instead create an alpha channel or 
layer mask just to hide them. 
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With this new feature checked, Media Composer will assume you have a pre-multiplied 
graphic. It will attempt to remove any fringing around your graphic and make the 
transparent areas look as intended. 

  

 

  

GRAPHIC ALPHA  GRAPHIC ALPHA 

STRAIGHT Graphic 

Fill is solid and larger than the Alpha 
channel, with no foreign color mixed 

in.  The Alpha channel ‘cuts’ clean 
picture from this oversized fill 

 PRE-MULTIPLIED Graphic 
Areas which are meant to be 

transparent are now mixed with 
white, which can wash out the color.  

 

 

What the difference looks like 

 

STRAIGHT on the left, PREMULTIPLIED on the right.  
This Media Composer feature will help remove ‘washed out’ look (visible on the right) as well as 

the fringing or ‘halo’ that sometimes appears around keyed objects.  
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MAPPABLE QUICKFIND BUTTON 

Many Media Composer windows now contain a text field for searching within that 
window. Other manufacturers often call this field the ‘filter field’. You click in this field, 
type text and any entry in that window which does not contain the text string will be 
hidden. In the timeline, things are a little different. You type your text string and then 
click the Next button to jump your play head in the timeline to the next occurrence of 
that text. 

  

Bin displays all contents when Quick Find (Filter 
Field) is empty 

Add text to Quick Find (Filter field) and only 
contents contain matches are shown 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Before this button was available it had been necessary to click into the empty Quick Find 
field with the mouse before typing. There is now a new button available in the 
command palette that you can use instead of your mouse. 

• Activate the window which contains the quick find field you would like to type 
into 

• press the new button after assigning it to your keyboard 

• type your search text and press the enter key 

The quick find field is available in four different windows. You will find it at the top of 
the Project window, Bins window, and Effect Palette, and at the bottom left of the 
timeline. 

Its particularly useful in the Effects Palette, when you want to quickly select an effect by 
name without navigating through all the available Effect categories.  
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MORE NEW BUTTONS 

While we are on the topic of buttons, several others have crept in – sometimes 
announced in the documentation, sometimes not.  Here are some I like: 

 

MOVE Tab 

 

 

 

Note the popular icons for GO TO NEXT EDIT (FFW) and GO TO PREVIOUS EDIT (REW) 
are now quite different looking,.  

 

MORE Tab 

 

 

 

 

OUTPUT MASK - particularly for preparing media for digital distribution, it’s often nice to 
be able to preview what your content will look like at another aspect ratio. That’s what 
the OUTPUT MASK allows. This mask can now be turned ON and OFF with a button 
instead of your mouse.  
 

AUDIO DUCKING – This dialogue lets you lower the level of some tracks, based on the 
content of a different track. If you’re having difficulty trying to imagine why you would 
ever have Media Composer do an automated audio mix, that’s not really where this is 
useful. Imagine if you’re doing Described Video. You put all the described video on a 
single track and use ducking to create the keyframes on all the other tracks and lower 
their level by a preset amount. You might still have to go back and adjust these 
keyframes, but at least their creation can be automated. 
 

REFRESH SEQUENCE ALL - When we use source settings, they affect the clip only. Once 
the clip is in the timeline, any adjustment to the source settings don’t automatically find 
their way into the sequence. Selecting the sequence and tapping this new button is the 
quick way to update a sequence with any new source settings adjustments you have 
made. 
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EXPORT A SEPARATE .WAV FILE FOR EACH TRACK 

There is now the option to export a separate .wav file for each track of your 
timeline.  We will use the sample timeline below for an example.  Notice 
there are two MONO tracks and one STEREO track present.  

 

 

 

 

 

To export and get three files, use the regular EXPORT methods and choose 
to export AUDIO.  Then fill in the dialogue as follows: 

 

1. Choose DIRECT OUT 
2. Choose AUDIO FORMAT – AIFF and WAV. 

Both seem to work 
3. Set DIRECT OUT MODE to “File Per Track” 

 

 

 

 
 
 
The end result is the three files, as desired.  Notice files 01 
and 02 are half the size of file 03.  The first two files are 
MONO, and the third file is twice as large because it is from 
a STEREO timeline track.   
 
Note a multitrack audio track (like a 7.1 single audio track) would still produce only a 
single file, not 8 files.  You could of course use the Avid feature “Split To Mono” to make 
these multi-track audio tracks separate timeline mono audio tracks for export (right click 
on the timeline track selector and choose SPLIT TO MONO).  
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2018.2   February 
 

 

QUICK ACCESS TO GRID SETTINGS 

 

Media Composer GRIDS are very flexible.  They can 
display safe areas, centre cross hair, 1/3 frame 
indicators and much more.  They are totally 
configurable.  

 

 

 

Grids are turned ON or OFF for a monitor by clicking on the GRID button.  This button is 
present in the Effect Editor and can be used there as well, or you can assign it to the UI 
under the SOURCE or the RECORD monitors. Notice the button now has a little arrow in 
the lower right that indicates you can right click for more button options.  

 

No matter where the button is, if you now right click on it instead of click it you 
will have the option of calling up the GRID settings to customize your grid 
display. 
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LIVE UPDATING IN COLOR CORRECTOR 

While using the Color Correction controls in the past you had to release your mouse 
before the change would appear on the monitor. Now, the color corrector will update in 
real time as you input adjustments. These live updates occur on the image and on any 
scopes you may be monitoring. 
 

Adjust a control, and the monitors respond in real-time 

 

 

 

AVX2 PLUGIN NAMES VISIBLE DURING BOOTUP 

 

While the Media Composer starts up, it 
displays on the screen the progress of its 
startup in a small white area at the bottom 
of the splash screen. Should the loading of 
the program hang, you can then read at 
what point in the launch the problem 
occurred.  

With this release, a message is displayed as 
an AVX2 plugin starts loading so you can 
identify a faulty plugin if it causes a hang.  
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SET FONT IN FIND WINDOW 

  

FIND Window, 11 point text FIND Window, 20 point text 

For a Media Composer not connected to Interplay, this is a built in ‘Search Engine’. It 
searches for the text you specify in bins (Clips and Sequences), Markers, Timeline Clips, 
Monitors and Scripts. When looking for a named shot, it will search all bins in the 
project at once, including the ones which are closed!  

Previously, the font in this window was not adjustable.  Now you can adjust font size for 
FIND as you would for any window in the interface: 

 

1. Open the FIND window (CONTROL / COMMAND F) and make 
sure it’s selected 

2. Choose the menu item WINDOW > FONT SIZE 
3. Choose your font and font size 
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2018.3   March 
 

 

SPLASH SCREEN & PROGRESS BAR POSITIONS CHANGE 

Now, the SPLASH screen when launching the Application, and the progress 
bars which appear when you are using it will appear on the Primary monitor 
of a multimonitor system, not on the monitor where your mouse is 
positioned.  

 

 

TRACK SELECTION BY SHIFT DRAG  

We have long been able to hold SHIFT and drag through the Timeline track selectors to 
turn a group of them ON (if the first one you drag on was OFF) or turn them OFF (if the first one 

you drag from was ON). This feature will now work with the track selectors in the CAPTURE 
tool and the DIGITAL CUT tool.  

 

 

CAPTURE OF 1080P/50 XAVC-L SUPPORTED 

With the appropriate Hardware of course, you may now capture this format 
using the Media Composer.  
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2018.4   April 
 

 

PRODUCT FAMILY CHANGED 

The free Media Composer version Media Composer | First is introduced.  In looks and 
performs very much like the full version.  Some of the limitations to set it apart include 
only 5 bins per project, 4 video tracks and 8 audio tracks per timeline, audio tracks as 
mono, stereo and dual mono only, no 4K support, limited Transcode and Consolidate 
options, limited codec and color space support, only 4 way multicam (no 9 way split), 
limited effects, limited export options and more.  

 

Media Composer is still available, and is as we all know and love it from the past. This is 
Media Composer on a monthly or yearly subscription basis which includes all upgrades 
and has support. 

 

Media Composer Perpetual lets you buy the software and own it forever. You need 
never pay any upgrade or support fees. It has the upgrades and support for one year, 
after which you can continue to buy it yearly. If you let the support lapse at any time the 
software then goes ‘off licence’ and will continue to work stand alone but will not – ever 
– be upgradeable again. Ever. This licence costs over 5 times the yearly subscription 
cost. 

 

Media Composer | Ultimate comes with all features which were previously add-ons to 
the editor.  These are the PhraseFind Option, ScriptSync Option, Symphony Option, and 
NewsCutter Option. 

 

 

Full details on the differences are available on the AVID Web site at 
https://www.avid.com/media-composer/comparison 

 

Here are the lowest current listed prices for the purpose of price 
comparison – remember these numbers will change 
 

Media Composer First   Free 

Media Composer   $20 USD monthly 

Media Composer Ultimate  $50 USD monthly 

Media Composer Perputual (buy) $1300 USD to own, with one year support 

 

https://www.avid.com/media-composer/comparison
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A very simplified iXML data chunk, in a mono file with only the 
most basic metadata objects will look something like this: 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 

<BWFXML> 

<IXML_VERSION>1.27</IXML_VERSION> 

<PROJECT>A New Movie</PROJECT> 

<SCENE>21A</SCENE> 

<TAKE>10</TAKE> 

<TAPE>15</TAPE> 

<NOTE>free text note</NOTE> 

<TRACK_LIST> 

<TRACK_COUNT>1</TRACK_COUNT> 

<TRACK> 

<CHANNEL_INDEX>1</CHANNEL_INDEX> 

<INTERLEAVE_INDEX>1</INTERLEAVE_INDEX> 

<NAME>left</NAME> 

<FUNCTION>LEFT</FUNCTION> 

</TRACK> 

</TRACK_LIST> 

</BWFXML> 

 

IXML WITH BROADCAST WAVE FILES 

XML type data can be now be embedded in BWF WAVE audio files.  This 
metadata can contain useful information about the sound recording.  
Scene, Take, frame rate, time code, markers, Location and Track Number 
are some possible data fields.   

The i in iXML is not for any Apple association, but for the Institute of 
Broadcast Sound (now the Institute of Professional Sound) which played a role 
in the development.   

Of interest to Avid editors is the fact this data, often created on portable 
field recorders, is available as column data in Media Composer. Similarly, if 
you fill in the appropriate fields in Media Composer and export a file as a 
WAVE file the data will be embedded in the file for readout later on.  

Some of this information is used by ProTools, such as Scene, Take, and 
Track Name information. 

 

 

For more information, consider these 
two references: 

 

Institute of Professional Sound 
(formally the Institute of Broadcast 
Sound) 

https://ips.org.uk/encyclopedia/ixml/ 

 

The Gallery Company in London, a 
major contributor to Development of 
iXML. Their iXML page is at:  

http://www.gallery.co.uk/ixml/.  

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Broadcast_Sound
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Institute_of_Broadcast_Sound
https://ips.org.uk/encyclopedia/ixml/
http://www.gallery.co.uk/ixml/
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TIMELINE CLIP NOTES 

It is possible to Click on a segment in the timeline to select it, and then right 
click on that segment and choose ADD TIMELINE CLIP NOTE 

 

 

You can type text into the window and this text is now attached to this 
clip (segment)  in the timeline 

 

 
You may then open the TOOLS > TIMELINE 
CLIP NOTES window to see a complete list of 
all the Timeline Clip Notes in your timeline, 
all in one place. These notes can be exported 
as text.  

If you turn on the LINK button at the 
bottom left of the window you can 
click on the entries to select the 
segment in your timeline and cue 
the playhead to its location.  

 

There are three new additions to this feature in this release. 

 
 

THUMBNAIL IN TIMELINE CLIP NOTES 

If you right click on any column heading (or 
use the FAST menu) you can select CHOOSE 
COLUMNS and then add the THUMBNAIL 
column. 

Adjust thumbnail size with CONTROL K and 
CONTROL L. You may also right click in the 
window (or use the FAST menu) and 
choose the menu options ENLARGE FRAME 
or REDUCE FRAME 

 

ADJUST FONT SIZE 

If you right click in the bin or use the FAST menu you now have the 
option to select SET FONT SIZE. 
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Quick Find 

 

There is an “Avid Standard” text 
filter window at the lower left, 
called the Quick Find field.  

Type your search text in here and 
any notes which do not contain the 
characters you type will be hidden, 
thus revealing your desired note or 
notes.  

 

 

 

 

MARKER WINDOW UPDATES 

REARRANGE, HIDE, RESIZE COLUMNS. 

The Marker Window was limited in the past with how much we could customize its 
view.  Now it behaves more like a standard Avid window, such as a bin.  Specifically: 

• You can change column order. Click and drag a column heading to 
position it in a new location.  

• You can HIDE or SHOW a column by right clicking on a column heading 
and selecting CHOOSE COLUMNS 

• You can adjust the width of a column by dragging the edges of the 
column in the column header 

 

SETTING FONT AND FONT SIZE 

You can adjust FONT size now in this window.  Use the FAST menu, the WINDOW menu 
or a RIGHT CLICK in the Marker Window to access the font size pane. 

 

QUICK FIND 

As with the Timeline Clip Notes window just mentioned (above) there is now a Quick 
Find panel at the bottom left of the Marker Window that you can type into to filter the 
Markers.  
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COLOR ADAPTERS SHOW IN EFFECT EDITOR 

Sometimes you see this indicator with a T, S or C on it attached to your video in the 
timeline.  These indicate that Media Composer has taken some action to adapt the 
media to match the rest of your timeline.  There are three adjustments (adaptations) 
that can be made automatically when you put mismatched media into the timeline –  

 

 

 

• T Temporal adjustment- Time  The frame rate has been changed, as in when 
you add 25f footage into a 30f sequence 

• S Spatial Adjustment – Size or Shape has been adjusted 

• C Color – The color mode of the media has been changed to match the 
Sequence 

 

 

If a Color Adapter has been applied to a clip in the 
timeline, information about this color adapter is now 
visible in the Effect Editor. You can’t adjust it here, but 
you can open the disclosure triangles to learn what the 
details of the adjustment are.  

Use SOURCE SETTINGS for the clip to change the Color 
Adapter if necessary.  Remember to REFRESH the 
Sequence after making any changes to a clip.  
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ASSIGN TIMELINE VIEWS TO BUTTONS 

This is a great productivity tool. You can make multiple Timeline views and assign them 
to buttons (Keyboard or UI). You could have buttons with Waveforms ON or OFF, and 
views for keyframe editing that includes THICK audio tracks for better keyframe 
manipulation. You can now access these different timeline views with a button instead 
of using the mouse.  And since Views can switch multiple Timeline options at once, the 
options for customizing and speeding up your work are endless.  It’s the little things…. 

 

• Setup your timeline and save that look as a Timeline View (using the menu 
button at the bottom left of the timeline) 

 

• Open the COMMAND PALETTE (CONTROL / COMMAND 3) and go to the MORE tab 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Choose a button (say Timeline View 3, TV3) and click the dropdown beside it.  You will 
see a complete list of the Timeline Views you have created. Choose the one you wish 
assigned to this button. The button will show some letters from your view name.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Now assign this button to your User Interface or Keyboard for quick access to this 
timeline view. 
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IMPORT ALPHA AS RLE OR UNCOMPRESSED 

An Alpha channel has always been imported as uncompressed in the past.  
If you must save space and have a lot of graphics, you can choose to use 
Run Length Encoding (RLE) instead.  It is a lossless compression which will 
save some space but may result in a performance hit on playback.  

When you are performing the import of a graphic or a movie with an alpha 
channel you can accept the default (uncompressed) or choose the new Run 
Length Encoding (RLE).  

If you use RLE the media will not work on versions prior to 2018.4 

 

 

 

INSERT EDIT INTO AN EXPORTED MXF FILE 

In a past life we were excited to be able to INSERT EDIT into a tape, so if there was a 
small program change (spelling on a graphic for example) we didn’t need to output the 
whole show again to correct the error.  Now we can do the same thing with a file – 
essentially insert edit into the body of an existing MXF file.  

The Sequence you want to edit into must have originally come from the Avid as an MXF 
OP1a export using the Avid Media Processor plugin.  Avid notes the following limitations 
for this release: 

• Insert Edit is supported in 1080i/59.94 and 3840x2160p/59.94 project  

• The Sequence must have 8 Mono Tracks of Audio 

• 1080i/59.94 files are supported as AVC-I and XAVC-I  

• 3840x2160p/59.94 files are supported as XAVC-I 

So format support is limited, and at the moment the popular Sony XDCAM codecs are 
not supported. DNxHD 1080i/59.94 projects are supported for insert editing with the 
release of 2018.7. Media Composer 2018.9 adds more format support for this feature, 
including support for Progressive projects. 

 

PERFORM THE ORIGINAL EXPORT 

Choose to export your timeline using the export option AVID MEDIA PROCESSOR. Choose an 
AVC or XAVC-I codec. As mentioned above, DNxHD 1080i/59.94 projects are supported for 
insert editing with the release of 2018.7. Media Composer 2018.9 adds DNxHR and 4K support, 
some progressive project support and other frame sizes. 

 

RE-EDIT THE SEQUENCE 

Load the original Sequence and make changes as required. 
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INSERT THE CHANGES INTO THE EXISTING FILE 

1. In the Sequence, indicate which part of the Sequence is to be insert edited into 
the exported file.  Do this by marking an IN and an OUT or placing Spanned 
Markers at one or more places.  You may INSERT more than one change at a 
time. To insert a single change you can use IN-OUT. To insert edit multiple 
changes, use SPANNED MARKERS.  

 

2. Choose the menu option FILE > OUTPUT > AMA FILE EXPORT and in the 
dialogue check the option INSERT EDIT. In later releases (2018.9) this option 
was made easier to access. Use FILE > OUTPUT > INSERT EDIT EXPORT.  

 

3. A dialogue box will open asking you to select the target file, the file you 
exported previously that you wish to edit into.  Choose that file. There is also an 
OPTION button here, where you can make adjustments to the edit, such as 
determining which tracks to replace.  

 

4. This dialogue asks you if there is a single 
insert to be done (using IN and OUT), or 
potentially several inserts using one or 
more Spanned Markers.  Choose as 
appropriate.  

 

You cannot insert edit into tracks which were not in the original file.  So if you created a 
4 track master and exported it, adding and trying to insert a fifth track will not work.  
With this in mind, you might make 8 tracks in your sequence as a protection if you think 
you might need to do this down the line.  
 

 

Spanned Markers Review 

If you need spanned markers to indicate multiple insert segments, here is a reminder of 
the steps: 
 

• Mark an IN and an OUT in the timeline 

 

 

 

 

 

• ALT / OPTION click the Add Marker button, and a 
marker which spans the distance between your IN 
and OUT will be created.  It will show up in the 
timeline Timecode track as shown here.  
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2018.5   May 
 

 

GET INFO WINDOW CONTAINS EDITABLE FIELDS 

One of the fastest ways to get information about an object in 
Media Composer is to call up the GET INFO window. The object 
can be an object in the bin, or you can click on the source or 
record monitors.  

To access GET INFO, select the object of interest and press 
CONTROL / COMMAND + I. You can also right-click on the 
object and choose GET INFO from the context menu. 

The window which appears will tell you a lot about the object. 
If you’re wondering about an objects frame size, codec, frame 
rate, file location, audio tracks or anything else, the answer is 
likely here- you will see a complete description of the object. 

You can right-click in this window and select the option 
CHOOSE COLUMNS. Here you will be able to see a complete list 
of the information being displayed and add or remove items to 
the display. 

New in this release is the fact that some of the fields here can 
actually be modified. In the fields at the right which are darker 
than the others you can click and type new information. 
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HYBRID LOG GAMMA COLOR TRANSFORMATION 

HLG - hybrid log gamma - is a high dynamic range format (HDR) for displaying video for 
broadcast. It was developed by BBC and NHK for Broadcast Television. HLG is not yet 
common, most users may not have encountered it yet.  

Avid has changed the way that it supports files in HLG colorspace. You can specify a 
compatible HLG color space in 4K projects, and Avid now supports conversion of media 
into this colorspace in a slightly different manner. Essentially, media will be mapped in 

accordance to specification BT.2100. 

 

 

SPECIFY TRACK FOR A MARKER 

A marker is usually placed on the TOPMOST track in 
the timeline which is turned ON. This means if V2, 
V1, A1, A2 are turned ON and you make a marker it 
goes on V2.   

In the new MARKER dialogue is a new dropdown 
which will let you choose what track to place the 
marker on.  In the past, if we had the wrong track 
selectors on we needed to CANCEL and reset our 
tracks.  This is much more convenient.  
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2018.6   June 
 

There was no June release. 
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2018.7   July 
 

LIVE TIMELINE 

This is a much awaited feature. Historically, if you tried to perform any operation during 
Avid Playback, the playback would stop. With this release Avid is starting to develop the 
“Live Timeline”, changing the code so typical operations will work during playback. 

With the current release, some of the things you can do without disrupting playback 
include: 

• Open some windows from the TOOLS menu, and close 
some which are on-screen 

• Move windows around the Media Composer screen 

• Work in a bin (organizing, naming, sorting for example) 

• Zoom on the Timeline 

• Make markers and add text 

• Move the Media Composer application around the screen 

• See tool tips 

• Switch to and work in other applications 

 

More Live Timeline features, like adjusting audio during playback, appear in Media 
Composer 2018.9  
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HIGH FRAME RATE (HFR) PROJECTS 

 

 

 

 

We can now edit UHD at 100, 119.98, and 120 
fps.  HD Progressive projects can also be created 
at these frame rates. In the “Whats New” 
document there are 8 pages listing the 
supported codecs, color spaces and frame rates.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

AMA FILE EXPORT DEMOTED 

 

 

 

Most options that were previously accessed through 
AMA FILE EXPORT are now all in the regular FILE >  
EXPORT TO FILE dialogue.  
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16K PROJECT PRESETS 

 

 

 

 

You can now edit in 16K projects.  If you 
have 64Gig of RAM and lots of money….. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THIN RASTER SUPPORT WITH OPEN I/O HARDWARE 

HD is 1920 x 1080. Usually.  Some equipment, as a means of compression, record 1440 x 
1080, and just stretch it to fill the larger screen.  These smaller frame sizes (with 

rectangular, not square pixels) are called “Thin Raster” files. XDCAM HD 35Mb is thin raster 
(1440 x 1080) , compared to XDCAM HD 50 which is full raster (1920 x 1080) 

Some Open IO hardware has not been able to play this Thin Raster media. With this 
release, you can open and playback a thin raster project with an Open I/O device 
attached. 

 

 

ALLOW EXPORT WITH MEDIA OFFLINE 

You may now export a file with missing media. You 
don’t need placeholder video for missing media. 
This dialogue appears to make sure you know 
media is missing.  If you CONTINUE the “Media 
Offline” slide will be output in the file.  
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MEDIA COMPOSER MONITOR RESIZING 

You can freely resize the Media Composer monitors now. You can drag from the 
corners, top, bottom, left or right sides.  And make them any shape you wish.  

In fact, if you make the monitors an odd rectangular shape you will now see black 
around the image on your screens, as shown below. This might be convenient if your 
editing different aspect ratio’s and don’t want to keep manually resizing your Composer 
monitors. 

 

 

Default resizing now can reveal black above and below the images 

 

You may still constrain the monitors so they don’t show excess black around the 
image.  Right click in the Composer monitor and choose RESIZE MONITOR TO 
IMAGE to resize the monitors automatically to remove any excess black around 
the image. While this option is on (checked) all your resizing will be constrained 
and you will not be able to reveal excess black around the images.  

 

 

SUPPORT FOR BXF – BROADCAST EXCHANGE FILES 

BXF files are used in Broadcasting to manage metadata and Business information about 
a file in house. Avid now supports the Export (SEND TO > MAKE NEW BXF TEMPLATE) 
and Import of BXF Files.  
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EXPORTING XDCAM OP1a MEDIA 

This is done choosing FILE > EXPORT, and selecting 
OPTIONS to choose the type of export you wish to 
perform, as always.  

In OPTIONS, select AVID MEDIA PROCESSOR as 
shown here, and then from the dropdown menu 
select the flavor of XDCAM HD you desire.  

As the frame grab here shows, many formats are 
supported now by the Avid Media Processor.  

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

DNxHD SUPPORTED FOR INSERT EDITING 

Release 2018.5 supported editing into XAVC-I and AVC files (depending on project type). 
This release allows insert editing into DNxHD for 1080i/59.94 projects. 

 
 

 

NETWORK PLAYBACK - NewTek NDI Video over IP 

 

 

This feature enables your Avid output to be viewed 
on an NDI (Network Device Interface) video player on 
your computer network. You can have remote 
viewing anywhere on the local subnet. 
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2018.8   August 

 

 
In the Export Dialogue, the option to select XDCAM MXF 
OP1a is gone.  In its place is an option to export MXF OP1a. 
This new option does not support XDCAM output! It is 
primarily for DNxHD MXF. 

To export XDCAM, you must now use the AVID MEDIA 
PROCESSOR export option, as shown here. 

This new export option is, by many accounts currently many 
times slower to export than the previous method of 
exporting XDCAM MXF OP1a.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSTALLING MEDIA COMPOSER FIRST 

There is no longer a separate program to install Avid 
Media Composer First. You now use the standard Media 
Composer installer.  When you run the application for the 
first time it asks you to complete Activation.  In this 
window is now an option to instead run Media Composer 
First. 

 

 

 

BETTER MOTION TRACKING 

Motion tracking is used for tracking objects of course, 
but also for stabilizing your image. A new tracking 
engine has been added to Media Composer. This is 
called the Correlation Tracker (Enhanced). It will deliver 
better tracking data than the regular Correlation 
Tracker. It’s also the best choice if you’re tracking. 
something which includes rotation. 
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EXPORT AVC-I OP1a 

Support for AVC-I OP1a has been expanded. With this release you can export AVC-Intra 
50 or AVC-Intra 100 using the Avid Media Processor with the following projects: 

• 720p23.98, 720p25, 720p29.97, 720p50, 720p59.94 

• 1080p23.98, 1080p25, 1080p29.97, 1080p50, 1080p59.94 

• 1080i25 

 

 

AVID ARTIST | DNxIP 

This release adds support for the Avid Artist | 
DNxIP device. The DNxIP is an IO box (Ingest and 
Video output playback) for you Avid editing 
system version 8.10 or higher.  It connects to the 
local computer using Thunderbolt 3, and also can 
connect to a 10Gig network to both receive and 
send video through IP.  

From the Avid web site: “DNxIP enables the transfer of SMPTE standard HD video over 
10 GigE IP networks, supports high frame rate, deep color and high dynamic range and 
offers high-quality local monitoring over 3G-SDI or HDMI 2.0.” 
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CONTROL AUTOMATIC HDR > SDR CONVERSIONS 

You may now choose how automatic 
conversions from High Dynamic range to 
Standard Dynamic range media is made 
when you are working in either REC2020 
(HLG) and REC2020 (PQ) projects. You can 
now choose the white point mapping for 
the SDR media by selecting between the 
following two options in your COLOR 
MANAGEMENT SETTINGS:  
 

• Map the white point of SDR to 50% for HLG 
projects and to 100 nits for PQ projects 

• Map the white point of SDR to 75% for HLG 
projects and to 203 nits for PQ projects 

 

 

 

 
NEW HDR TO 709 SDR CONVERSIONS 

When converting High Dynamic Range media for use in a Standard Dynamic Range 
project, there are now three different methods to perform this color conversion. These 
new methods (new LUT’s) are available in SOURCE settings, so they may be applied to a 
full clip, or are available in the timeline as needed by applying the LUT effect to a shot 
there.  

These new LUT’s will preserve the HDR highlights when using HDR media in an HD 
project (which is SDR). For example, for PQ (Rec2020) encoded media, the highlights 
(indicated as 203 to 1000 nits) get remapped in the 90 to 100% IRE range in 709. Using 
the previous PQ 2020 to 709 LUT would have clipped everything from the HDR image 
above 203 nits.  
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2018.9   September 
 

 

AVID ARTIST DNXID 

This is the first release to support the Avid Artist 
DNxID device.  This is a small, portable  
Input/Output device that supports high 
resolution (HD and 4K) and HDR workflows. It 
connects via Thunderbolt 3 to your computer. It 
will allow capture in DNxHR codec, and playback 
others.  

 

 

 

MORE LIVE TIMELINE ADDITIONS 

The Live Timeline feature is designed to allow you to do work while the Media 
Composer is playing back, without disturbing playback.  The transition to a live timeline 
began in 2018.7, and continues in this release.  

• You can now SOLO and MUTE during playback.  
• IF YOU HAVE ALREADY MADE A LEVEL ADJUSTMENT ON A CLIP (adjusted clip 

gain) you can make further audio mixer adjustments during playback without 
causing Media Composer to stop playback 

• You can make markers (keyboard assigned button or mouse) and make more 
marker adjustments without stopping playback 

 

 

AMA FILE EXPORT 

This option is gone.  Its function has been replaced in most cases by the EXPORT 
dialogue, using the option there called AVID MEDIA PROCESSOR.  

One of the last options to be renamed is the option to choose an Insert Edit to a 
previously exported file. This is now accessed through its own menu item, FILE > 
OUTPUT > INSERT EDIT EXPORT (or right click on the record monitor). Recall this 
feature works on a limited number of file formats. 
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DNx UNCOMPRESSED 

Previously, DNx was always a compressed format indicated by the number following its 
name – DNxHD 145 for example (DNx compressed to 145 Mbps).  Now we have 
uncompressed DNx available. This new codec is available for all formats – HD, 2K, UHD 
and so on.  

The new options are: 

• For YCbCr projects: DNxUncompressed YCbCr 4:2:2 32-bit float MXF 

• For RGB projects: DNxUncompressed RGB 32-bit float MXF 

While you can edit uncompressed, export options are limited. Avid currently 
recommends DPX export. Also, the timeline still remains 16 bit even with the 
uncompressed media. 

 

 

DEFAULT STREAM COUNT LIMIT GONE 

The Media Composer always topped out at playing back 12 streams (12 images) at once.  
If you have the computer, GPU, graphics and hard drive capacity to exceed this, you may 
now do so.  

To increase the default above 12 go to your VIDEO DISPLAY SETTINGS and type in a 
higher number for the STREAM LIMIT.  You may also need to make adjustments to your 
VIDEO CACHE settings to allow more RAM to be used. The details are in your AVID 
online HELP.  

 

 

DPX EXPORT IMPROVED 

DPX (Digital Picture Exchange) file Export faster.  
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HLG SCOPE DISPLAY 

This new feature appears when working with 4K 
in an HLG color space.  

If you are using the color corrector scopes you 
can set them to display Y HYBRID LOG GAMMA. 
There will be a new orange line at the 75% level.  
This level is where SDR white and graphics white 
are often defined, and this indicator is placed 
there for your convenience.  
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2018.10   October 
 

 

AVC-LongG 

With the latest Panasonic plugin support for more AVC-LongG formats has been added. 
Multiple HD project sizes and frame rates are supported using these codecs: 

• AVC Long-GOP G6 
• AVC Long-GOP G12 
• AVC Long-GOP G25 
• AVC Long-GOP G50 

 

Note that for reasons explained in the Avid documentation, you will see in the dialogues 
AVC Long GOP 6 as AVC Long GOP 12 and AVC Long GOP 25 as Long GOP 50. 

 

 

 

ADDITIONAL COLOR SPACE PRESETS FOR HD 

More color space and transfer characteristics have been 
added for Progressive HD projects. When you create a new 
Progressive HD project you will see these new options 
listed in your Color Space drop down menu.  
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2018.11   November 
 

This release essentially contained a single new feature. Apart from that, there were 
many different bug fixes. See the ReadMe file for more detail about the bug fixes. 

 

 

DNx UNCOMPRESSED UPDATE 

DNxHD is now available for both 8 and 10 bit video. 

You can now export HD timelines containing DNx files into different file formats like 
XDCAM HD and Quicktime.  
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2018.12   December 
 

 

AVID TITLER 

The big news in this release is a new (fourth!) Title tool available in Media Composer. 
This title tool works in all project types and rasters.  Up to this point, the classic Title 
Tool and Marquee only worked in HD Projects, and the third party New Blue Title tool 
was use for larger project sizes. Now we have a single Avid designed titler that works in 
all project types. 

The WHATS NEW guide for Media Composer 2018.12 has a Tutorial on the titler. Once 
you open it up it will look quite familiar, but there are new controls. You can Skew and 
Rotate text in this tool. You may also edit Title parameters on-screen as you expect, but 
you may also adjust them in the Effect Editor where we now have dozens of 
keyframeable controls.  Things like shadow opacity, softness and angle can now be 
animated.  

Unfortunately, many feel its not quite ready for prime time in this release. By all means 
have a look and try it out, but be prepared to work with an updated version in a future 
release.  
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Here are a few pointers to get you started.  

 
 

➢ If you have been using the Classic Titler or Marquee, you made a Title 
and media was created. This media appeared in your Bin and you 
loaded and edited with the title. This titler is different.  It is an EFFECT 
you apply to a timeline shot or a filler (black) Segment.   

➢ The Effect is the only one in the new Effects category named TITLE. 
Drag and drop this effect into your timeline onto a filler segment to 
add the title effect to a Segment. 

➢ There is also a special BUTTON to create a new Avid 
Title. Its available in the Timeline by default.  To use the 
button, you must click on and highlight the segment in 
the timeline you want to apply the title to before you 
click it. This option is also in the TOOLS menu.  

➢ If you apply the effect to a video clip, you will be limited.  It will be 
difficult to fade the title alone up and down, or you would need to nest 
to have a title span multiple shots. Don’t do it.  Instead, on an empty 
track above your video use two ADD EDITS to create a black filler 
segment. Add the effect to this filler segment. You now have a 
separate title you can manipulate.  

➢ You can still SAVE your title to your bin manually, by dragging the Title 
Icon from the upper left of the Effect Editor to your bin.  

 

 

One of the big issues is selecting text.  Here are some pointers: 

• Double Click on a word to select it 

• Triple click on text to select the line of text 

• Select more text with SHIFT and the left or right arrow 

• Select a full line of text with SHIFT + HOME and SHIFT + END 

• It is possible to click and drag to choose some text but you 
must be very precise 
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MAJOR MULTICAM ADDITIONS 

These are two of the most exciting additions to Media Composer for editors working on 
Series TV, Documentaries and Interview shows.  The details in the Whats New guide 
cover several pages and provide a more complete description of these features. 

 
Modify an existing Group Clip 

Once a group clip was created it was untouchable.  Now you can load a Group Clip in the 
timeline to possibly add extra shots or slip sync on a recording which is not quite ‘on’.  

 
Load the Group Clip for editing: 

• Select the group clip in the bin, right click and choose Edit Group. 

 

Perform your Edits 

 

Confirm your changes 

• Right click in the Record Monitor and select Update Group. You will be 
offered the opportunity to update the existing group, or create a new one. 

 

Refresh the Group Clip already in a Sequence 

• Choose CLIP > REFRESH SEQUENCE > GROUP EDITS. This will not change any 
edits already made in your Sequence. 
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EXAMPLE EDIT OF A GROUP CLIP 

 

 
 

The original Group Clip loaded in the Timeline 
after choosing EDIT GROUP. All tracks for the 
three cameras are accessible for editing. 
Notice we don’t see all the audio tracks from 
each clip, although they are present. We see a 
representative track from each clip.  

Below, notice there are only three cameras in 
the group at this point.  

As an example we will add a fourth 
camera.  

We make a new Video and a new Audio 
channel and edit camera 4 onto these 
tracks.  Again, all audio will appear in the 
group clip even though we only edited 
one into the group clip. 

We right click in the recorder and choose 
UPDATE GROUP. Our Group Clip now 
shows 4 cameras, as desired.  
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Create a new Group Clip from shots you edit into a Timeline 

 

You can manually create a Sequence from your Clips and then create a Group Clip from 
this Sequence. This might make sense if you have a lot of START and STOP segments 
from multiple cameras without matching timecode.  

 

Create and Edit a Sequence 

 

Convert the Sequence into a Group Clip 

• Right Click in the Record monitor and choose CREATE GROUP 

 

 

Other Multicam Changes 

 

From the Avid WHATS NEW document, here is the list of other interesting changes: 

• You can add mixed rate clips to a group clip. 

• When you are segment dragging in Group mode, you will notice the monitor 
displays the frame under the blue bar. 

• Groups from any project type can be opened in any other project (no longer 
need matching edit rates) 

• Sequences can be modified to any project type without Commit Multicam Edits. 

 

 

64 TRACKS OF VIDEO 

The number of possible Video tracks increases from 24 to 64.  If you have had more than 
24 tracks of video you are just showing off…. 

 

 

DNxUNCOMPRESSED UPDATE 

DNxUncompressed was introduced in 2018.9.  You can do more 
using this codec that you could originally. You can now Import, 
Transcode, Render and Mixdown. DNxUncompressed will show 
up as an option in your Video Resolution dropdown menu for 
each dialogue. 

This release also adds 12 bit support for DNxUncompressed. 
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SYNC AUDIO IN THE TIMELINE 

If you have a video clip in the timeline with Audio from a different source (another 
camera, an audio only recording) you can move the video to match the audio by 
evaluating the audio waveforms of the Video clip and the Audio you are trying to match 
it to. 

1. Select the Video and Audio segments in the timeline 

2. Right Click on one of them and choose WAVEFORM SYNC 

 

In the timeline below A1 is the audio from a camera mic.  A2 is a higher quality 
recording from another source. We want the A2 sound. 

 

 

 

Below we see the result of applying WAVEFORM SYNC.  The audio tracks from the 
camera and A2 were compared, and the original Video segment was slid into sync with 
the good sound.  To avoid changing any nearby edits, the Video and Audio from the 
camera were moved to the next available, unused tracks before being moved.  

 

 

 

This means, of course, that the ‘good’ edit which is the reference for the move is the 
audio only clip, not the camera recording. It’s the Audio only edit that you need to get 
right, although arguably once they are in sync you can move and trim to create any edit 
you want.  
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BACKGROUND BIN AUTO-SAVE 

You will no longer see the “SAVING” progress bar when an Auto Save occurs.  These now 
happen in the background. 

 

 

 

CHANGING THE TIMELINE SOURCE AUDIO TRACK 

This is a big and welcome change.  You can right click on an audio 
segment in the timeline and choose to replace the audio in your 
timeline with the audio from any other available track in that clip. 

This is useful in news, documentary and Interview editing when you 
realize you originally edited in the wrong track of audio – maybe you 
took the Camera Mic by mistake.  You no longer need to fix the issue 
with an edit, but can do it with a right click! 

 

 

 

 

TIMELINE SETTINGS UPDATE 

Normally, when you dragged a segment you saw a “four 
frame display’ at the top of your screen. This display is OFF by 
default, but can be turned on in your TIMELINE settings. 

 

 

 

Four Frame Display ON to show 
frames BEFORE and AFTER your 
potential drop point as you drag 

 
 

A new feature is the option to see in your Record monitor the frame at the location of 
the POSITION bar as you drag.  Imaging parking your play head on the sound of a 
gunshot (a reference frame for your drag) and with this option just drag a video 
segment until you see the puff of smoke from the gun and the picture and sound are 
aligned.  
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MEDIA FILE PATH VISIBLE IN YOUR BIN 

A new column is available for display. Right click on any existing 
column name and choose the option to CHOOSE COLUMNS. Media 
File Path will show you where files for that media object are located. 
It will identify the location of Clips and Precomputes. 

This new column is available in the BIN and in the MEDIA TOOL.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CREATE NEW BINS / SCRIPTS IN AN EXISTING FOLDER 

If you organize your bins and Scripts using Folders in the project 
window you will appreciate this.  Instead of making a Bin/Script and 
then needing to drag it into an existing folder, you may now simply 
right-click on a folder and the option to make a new Bin or Script in 
that folder will appear.   
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2018.12.1     January 2019 
 

While this is numbered as a December 2018 release, it was released in January 2019. It 
consisted of many bug fixes and a few improvements. 

 

 

APPLICATION MANAGER CHANGED 

The Avid Application Manager has been replaced by a new, similar tool called Avid Link.  

It contains the features of the previous tool, and adds more options for marketing and 
participating in the Avid Community. This includes sending and receiving messages, 
searching for talent and participating in ‘Lounges’.  
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ADD EFFECTS BETWEEN EDIT POINTS ON FILLER 

It is no longer necessary to use ADD EDITS to constrain an effect being applied to filler 
(black, empty space on a track). You may now place marks and drag and drop between 
the marks to apply an effect to only that portion of the timeline.  You must still use ADD 
EDITS to isolate a portion of a shot segment you wish to apply an effect to.  

 

 

Mark IN and OUT in your timeline 

 

 

Drag and drop the effect on a blank ‘Filler” track 

 

 

The Effect is constrained to the space between the Marks 

 

 

 

 
 

AVID TITLER TOOL IMPROVEMENTS 

The Avid Titler continues to improve with several pages of updates in this release.  


